
The academic publishing industry is reluctantly accepting online journals. How
is it adapting to this change (and what does it mean for researchers)?

Introduction
The Internet has commonly been referred to as the information superhighway. It
became simple to upload personal material, and have your own little corner on the
web. Before long, every man and his dog had their own webpage, and whilst the
wealth of information available on the web was varied and plentiful in those early
days, it may be fair to say it wasn’t particularly valuable, much less academic.

The last decade has seen an explosion in the availability and popularity of the
Internet, and together the digitisation of many forms of traditional publishing.
Scholarly journals are an example of one established format that has found an online
home in recent years.1 Given the dubious nature of some of the material to be found,
this move has sparked a debate in academic circles which is characterised by a
reluctance to update from the time-honoured paper journal.

In many ways it is simply a logical and inevitable move to make.2 Yet it is no wonder
this has stimulated discussion, since print based journals have long played a vital role
in academia, and the break with tradition could mark an uncomfortable change in
publishing protocol.

This paper looks at the reasons behind this move, and the advantages and
disadvantages associated with it. It examines the present effects this has had on the
academic publishing industry and future implications it may present, and importantly
how they are adjusting to change.

How did the need for online publishing arise?
The advent of the Internet suddenly made it possible for anyone with the time or
inclination to publish on the Web to a potential audience of millions. With such a
multitude of sources available freely on the Internet it was only a matter of time
before the demand for expensive paper based material diminished. In addition, the
Internet is much more accessible to people in remote places. With the internet the
geographic readership can be infinitely expanded.  In order to stand a chance, printed
media has to play catch-up with the competition.

Online journals started off life as electronic versions of printed publications. It
provided a global stage on which to showcase the work of researchers and academics.
The online journal took off and now, there are many that are only known and
available in electronic format. 

The majority of journals are academic treatments of very specialist subjects, so in
print format, their readerships are small. With a huge range of titles with small print
runs, the price per unit is raised. This means that either the reader must pay high
prices to subscribe to their chosen magazine or libraries are lumbered with the costs

1 Published in 1985, To be or not to be? by Claude Bishop offers an interesting perspective on the
possibility of electronic publishing before the advent of many modern information systems.
2 Roberts, 1999



associated with purchasing and storing them.3 Naturally online journals are a more
attractive option to both libraries and private users with internet access. 

What are the advantages?
In short, online journals offer the convenient and inexpensive dissemination of
information. The clear benefit is that for the reader a much wider range of reading is
at their disposal than could ever be afforded from a geographical perspective. In a
word, electronic journals take up less space than their corresponding physical
equivalents on a library bookshelf. This impacts positively on the author who can
widen interest in their particular field of study and encourage people to explore
subjects they might never have had the opportunity to otherwise. In education terms,
it enhances the opportunity of distance learning. The internet is accessible in places
where books and libraries cannot be found so it makes hard-to-find information
readily available. For example, the British Library houses some ancient and rare texts
that are one of a kind. If these were to be put online, they would become instantly
accessible to many more and would not suffer from the deterioration that comes from
routine handling.4

Online journals are steadily gaining in credibility. They often constitute part of the
reading lists of university students. The academic institution has to pay a subscription
which allows the student body access through a suitable link such as their library
homepage. It eliminates problems of locating certain books or a lack of internet access
at home, which in turn makes for easier learning. There are some online journal
repositories that are accompanied by discussion forums or resources such as the
facility to send a question to an academic. 

It doesn’t stop at improved and more interactive research for the student. The authors
benefit from collaborative research, and findings from an academic collective
probably make for a more reliable outcome. Two heads (or more for that matter) are
better than one so they say! Joint research projects involving scholars from opposite
ends of the globe become easier and cheaper to conduct in a digital environment. 

Academic journals can be archived electronically and need never go out of print. It is
easier and cheaper to update or alter a digital copy of a journal rather than publish a
reissue, note of amendment or apology. 

A significant advantage that online journals have over their paper contemporaries is
one of cost. The time taken to write the content and review it remains the same, but
the publishing time is reduced and distribution is effectively instantaneous. It must be
remembered that the cost of publishing a physical book is quite inexpensive, and the
main costs lie in its distribution. Online journals have to be edited and peer-reviewed
which can be costly so in reality perhaps there isn’t such a gaping cost difference in
their respective production. Nevertheless, online journals offer an alternative to print
that is cheap and undiminished in quality. 

3 Seiler remarks on the predicament of libraries in regard to storage of various media: “Libraries which
once could devote their energies…to the print medium need to confront the extent to which they should
house…materials” :1990
4 Ibid.



Some hold that online journals are more environmentally friendly since the transition
reduces the need for vast quantities of papers, printing ink, and the technology needed
to manufacture publications. This seems superficially credible, but there are no
statistics to endorse this. It is equally likely that online journals come at great cost to
the environment. If private users print out individual copies rather than reading them
online, this would entail a possible comparative waste of resources.5 

There are advantages for the reader with respect to the construction of a journal
article. Multimedia can be easily linked or embedded in the body text. This includes
but is not limited to images and audiovisuals which may be particularly useful in
disciplines such as geography or archaeology. Interactivity can also be added in the
form of hyperlinks to other bibliographical sources, related articles, or definitions.6

Journal articles can be indexed so that browse and advanced search options are
available. Websites can also log data relating to users such as their subject, log in
information and frequency, and the details of their academic institution.

A final benefit for the consumer is that many online journals are free to view. The
issue of commercial versus ‘open access’ journals is keenly debated. The Open
Access Initiative, which promotes the free access of current and archived journals has
hundreds of supporters and is sponsored by many research institutes.7 Whilst they do
not wish to put an end to commercial journals, they feel an alternative is necessary. So
long as material is downloaded and used legitimately, they should be freely available
to all. 

What are the disadvantages?
The main problem derives from the fact that traditionally journals have relied on the
revenue generated by customer subscriptions to persist. There are clear advantages for
the journal readers and contributors but it’s the publishers who appear to receive a raw
deal. 

The price of online journal production and distribution is said to be around a third
cheaper than that of traditional ones8. It is the changeover however that may make
most publishers sink rather than swim. In time, most will be forced to embrace digital
modes of publishing to some extent. This is due mainly to the fact that people avoid
paying for a hard copy of a periodical when they are able to get similar or identical
information online. The shift may entail the purchase of new technologies and the
training of staff, which could be potentially very costly to publishers. Ultimately, if
academics are able to self-publish directly at negligible financial expense, the danger
is publishing houses as we know them will no longer be an intermediary required by
academic institutions. 

5 Roberts (1999) remarks: “Somewhat ironically, the digital revolution, far from signalling the death of
paper, appears to have led to an upsurge in the total amount of material being printed in businesses,
educational institutions, government departments, and (some) homes”
6 See Seiler for an extended treatment on the added benefits of hypermedia.
7 Open Access Initiative : http://www.soros.org/openaccess/read.shtml. The BBC ran an
article/interview on this topic and some of the issues involved. See:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/education/features/521816.stm
8 A figure suggested by Odlyzko (1997) who concedes there are limited statistics and various factors
that determine this figure. 



It has taken a while for academics to get used to the idea of electronic publishing.
Traditional print based journals are highly respected whereas some of the information
available online is questionable. There is a fear that if their work does not appear in
hard copy, it will not be taken seriously. Another worry is that their work if apparent
online without restriction could be plagiarised or copied without permission either by
students or other researchers. Thus the pressure to move to digital formats alongside
or as a replacement for traditional media has been greeted with hostility and
scepticism. Additionally, for all the benefits of the web, namely the expediency of
communication and publishing it offers, it may discourage collaborative research in
person, and nothing beats actual face to face debate. There are safeguards to ensure
that a scholar’s article for example is only viewable to those with the appropriate
permission. Attitudes are changing and more and more academics are choosing to
publish online, which may persuade remaining cynics to follow suit. 

As to students, who probably constitute the majority of the readership, the source of
journals may be a problem. Some online works appear to all intents and purposes to
be professionally and academically sound, but unless from a trusted source, their
integrity may be debatable. For all the student knows, it could have been written by
someone with no more academic clout than they have. 

There are other opinions that reflect a sense of doubt surrounding the advent of online
publishing. Some may assume that academics who have been rejected by reputable
publishers turn to the internet. The imagined freedom that cyber publishing allows can
enable people to offer potentially biased views on subjects. Stigmatisations such as
these lead academics to believe that electronic publishing could devalue their
research. A more rational fear is one relating to the permanence and reliability of
material which may be at stake given the dynamic nature of the internet. 

That libraries and institutions are concerned with accessing only the most reliable
repositories may help soothe the fears of academics. Reputable companies such as
JSTOR have hundreds of subscribers around the globe including many academic
institutions. The content featured here is reviewed for inclusion to affirm its accuracy.
Contributors are not usually remunerated, but publishing work is an important part of
credible research even if the end objective is not one of self-promotion or financial
gain. Despite this (and we should note well that works published in print normally pay
a proportion of profits back to the author) there is no shortage of academics willing to
submit work to be reviewed for digital publishing. Some journals even stipulate a fee,
which could deter contributors but it seems there are still willing takers. 

The conception of ideas may not differ in terms of time – it typically takes anything
from about one to three years9 for an idea to run from conception through to
publication. Journals are typically peer reviewed by experts in the field to ensure
information is reliable. The author won’t usually know the review committee so that
an objective view can be given (much the same way an editor reviews a work for
publication). The main bonus is the immediate worldwide audience the work becomes
available to, and this may bring about positive future consequences such as improved
research opportunities. 

9 This is the average ‘incubation time’ estimated by Roberts (1999) who claims it may be even longer
than this.



A drawback of online journals is the impact it could have on employment. With
computers able to substitute human labour and less manpower required in services
such as libraries people may find themselves out of a job. In publishing houses, a
diminution in paper publishing could correspond to a cut in jobs. I will look closer
now at the bearing online publishing has on publishers, and what this may mean for
the future.

What are the repercussions on the publishing industry and how are they adapting to
change?
The assumption made so far is that it is the publishing houses that suffer in response
to the trend of electronic publishing. Yet whilst there are difficulties concerning the
addition of e-publishing to their sphere of activity, it is in the publisher’s best interest
to keep up to date with trends. 

The demand for online journals is ever increasing. In the short term it may be difficult
for publishers to put measures in place for this new development and it may be even
harder for them to stay afloat during these times, but they will reap the benefits in the
future. The efficiency of such modes of publishing should be a clear advantage for the
publisher who may be accustomed to large delays between conception and publication
of traditional printed matter.

The process of producing online journals is simplified and the benefits for readers and
contributors are numerous as we have seen. There is already a multitude of legitimate
journals available on the Internet which testifies to how some publishers have
welcomed the advent of online publishing. Material is secure and often carries a
digital signature so researchers needn’t fear breach of copyright or loss of work. Some
publishers are adept at publishing in both formats. A process called ‘print-on-demand’
allows publishers to print to current demand to limit the waste of resources and
money.

Conclusion
It is fair to say that since the arrival of the Internet we have enjoyed a free information
society. We dislike having to pay for things that we might get free elsewhere. Before
the internet, had you wanted access to information, you had to part with hard cash in
return for a physical purchase such as a periodical or book. Editorial houses now
realise that they do not have a monopoly over the information market.

The demand for online journals will only increase. With this, publishers will have to
expand the remit of services they offer to keep up with the competition. Even with
completely free access (and let’s remember this isn’t yet the case)10 I do not think
online journals will displace printed material. Thus the explosion of information
online can supplement but never replace the printed page. There will always be
something attractive in the ability to carry a journal in you pocket, or dip in and out of
it on the train for example. It is years yet before paper journals could ever be seen as
obsolete paraphernalia of the past. 

10 Peters (2000) has presented a model for electronic subscription and concludes that, “subscriptions
are  a necessary evil. In order to maintain the quality and secure the future of the journal, some
income is required.”



Journals are hot property among readers and scholars who are steadily realising the
high regard in which they are held and assured of the quality control with respect to
their production. The price of online journals is a moot subject among contributors
who disagree on whether their work should be free to view. A resolution to this issue
will greatly shape the future of paper print. Meanwhile academic publishing firms are
forced to rethink their traditional modes of operation to keep up with the changing
landscape of the Internet. 
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